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A DOMAIN SPLITTING METHOD FOR HEAT CONDUCTION PROBLEMS
IN COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FRIEDRICH KARL HEBEKER 1
Abstract. We consider a domain décomposition method for some unsteady heat conduction problem
in composite structures. This linear model problem is obtained by homogenization of thin layers of
fibres embedded int o some standard material. For ease of présentation we consider the case of two
space dimensions only. The set of finit e element équations obtained by the backward Euler scheme is
parallelized in a problem-oriented fashion by some noniterative overlapping domain splitting method,
eventually enhanced by inexpensive local itérations to reduce the overlap. We present a detailed
convergence analysis of this algorithm which is particularly well appropriate to handle fibre layers of
nonlinear material. Special emphasis is to take int o account the spécifie regularity properties of the
present mathematical model. Numericai experiment s show the reliability of the theoretical prédictions.

Mat hématies Subject Classification. 80A22, 65M.
Received: April 15, 1999.

1. INTRODUCTION

Composite materials offer a wide range of practical applications. Of particular interest are structures where
some 'adaptive substance' (shape-memory alloy, etc.) is embedded as fibres into some 'standard' material. Such
structures lead to new and challenging problems of mathematical and numericai analysis. In the present note
we dweil on the spécifie task of large demand of computing power required to solve even moderately complex
problems of this field. We introducé a (linear) model problem for analyzing unsteady effects in composite
materials and investigate problem-adapted parallel algorithms to solve this. These algorithms are based on
the noniterative overlapping domain splitting method, a universal approach designed to handle mathematical
models of realistic complexity in a problem-oriented manner on parallel computers.
In the present analysis we restrict ourselves to a relatively simple but nevertheless typical model problem,
which is obtained by homogenization of thin layers of fibres and dimension réduction (cf. [7,13]). Our model and
its numericai analysis is two-dimensional and linear (for ease of présentation), but the methods are mostly aimed
for realistic nonlinear problems in three space dimensions. We point out that similar methods are applicable to
problems of layered semiconductors, cf. [11].
We briefly motivate the subséquent mathematical model, see [13] for details. The thin fibres (diameter
0 < e <ê: 1 of the cross section) are packed along planes y = c in the E 3 (see Fig. 1). We consider mean values of
Keywords and phrases. Fibre layers of adaptive material, homogenization, heat conduction, finite element method, noniterative
overlapping domain décomposition.
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1. Layers of fibres, homogenized to planes.
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2. Two-dimensional domain, subdomains Qj and interfaces Tj.

the heat équation in control volumes V of side length e (divided into two equally sized paralleiepipeds by such
planes). Assuming continuity of ail physical quantities but the normal derivative of the température u we get
[ (ut + divç - f)dV « e3(ut + t ^ + ?i 3) - ƒ) + e2[qW] = 0
Jv
where q = (q^x\ q^2\ q^)T — —KVU dénotes the heat flux and [q] := quppeT — çiower the jump when passing
through the interface. We finally assume that none of all quantities dépends on the z—variable, thus resulting
in a two-dimensional model (Fig. 2), particularly in the équation (3) on the surface.
We thus consider a rectangular broken domain Q* :— Uj=oflj in the (x,y)— plane, consisting of J + 1 open
stripes Qj := (0,1) x (yj-i,yj). The stripes flj are separated by J interfaces Tj := (0,1) x {%}, we further
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abbreviate F := \JJ=1Yj. The boundary d$l* of the domain décomposes into a closed manifold S of edges and
the set F of interfaces:
ÖOK

= £ + r.

Let further Q dénote the total domain (with boundary S) defined as

Let n = {nx,ny) dénote the outer normal on £ and also the upper normal on the interfaces. Occasionally,
the trace on the interface of some (continuous) function v on Q is denoted by v. - We are looking for a scalar
function u solving the heat équation
ut - KAU =

ƒ inf]*

(1)

in a time interval (0,T], with a given constant heat conductivity K > 0 and a given function ƒ. Due to continuity
of u (and of its tangential derivative)
[U] = [UX] = Q

onT.

(2)

However, the normal derivative may jump, thus evoking a dynamical process on the interfaces modelled by a
differential équation
put - KUXX

=

ƒ + [nuy]

on T

(3)

with given physical quantities p, rë, and ƒ (depending on the geometry of the fibres and their environment and
obtained by homogenization as indicated above). In the present analysis we restrict ourselves to normalized
p = 1 and also R = const. > 0. This évolution problem is supplemented by boundary and initial conditions
u = 0 on S
u = uo at t = 0.

(4)
(5)

This problem serves as a linear model for heat conduction in composite materials. It should be pointed out that
real-life applications are generally modelled by nonlinear physical quantities, particularly ƒ, R. But all present
methods are actually designed to handle nonlinear problems. Several remarks concerning this are included into
the present paper. - For a different numerical approach to composite materials, by using finite éléments specially
adapted to microstructures, see [6].
We introducé 'broken' spaces and norms (subindexed by a V ) . Let

dénote the Sobolev space of ail fonctions that are square integrable over all Clj along with ail their weak partial
derivatives up to order m. H™0(CÏ) is the subspace of fonctions with zero trace on S. We use the 'broken'
Sobolev norm

on H™(ÇÏ) and #™0(S7), and also H*, m := (J2j l^lm,^-)1^2 t n e seminorm (or norm) of the highest derivatives
on H™(iï) (or H^Çl), resp). The L 2 (Q)-norm is shorthand ||.||, the L 2 (Q)-scalar product (.,.). We define
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these norms and scalar pro duet s on the interface F analogously. All these quantities are often indexed to indicate
the domain of intégration: for instance, (u, V)Q := JGuvdG.
Following [13], we formulate this évolution problem as an évolution system of variational équations. We
introducé the space
X := {u e Hli0(n) n jff^(r) : [u] = 0 on F}

(6)

which coincides with HQ(Q) C\ HQ(T). Endowed with the norm

Mx := (||Vn||2 + |K|
it serves as the energy space of our problem. The évolution problem is formulated in weak form as follows: we
are looking for u(t) G X satisfying
(ut, tp) + {ut,ip)r + (KVU, Vtp) + (Rux,<px)r =

(ƒ, (p) + (ƒ, y)r

(7)

in the time interval (0,T) for all ip G X, and the weak initial condition
KO), <p) + (u(0), ^)r = («o, *0 + («o, v)r

(8)

for all ip G L2(f2) O L2(T), Existence and uniqueness of a global weak solution of this heat conduction problem
is proved by standard arguments {cf. [19], also [13]) based upon the basic properties of the corresponding
stationary operator, see [9].
Since the nonlinearities often enforce very small time steps, the variational form is discretized by a backward
Euler scheme, using linear finite éléments in space. For typical nonlinear problems, itération on the resulting
system of équations is quite costly, as has been shown by [13] in case of the Landau-Ginzburg nonlinearity,
where the algorithm has been parallelized (in a data-oriented manner) in order to handle the large data set. In
the present paper we introducé a problem-oriented parallel algorithm. The resulting noniterative overlapping
domain splitting scheme extends that introduced and first investigated by Kuznetsov [14,16] in case of standard
parabolic équations. It is based on the exponential decay of the discrete Green's function. In contrast to the
algebraic proof by Kuznetsov, a different one, solely based on variational arguments, has been presented by
Blum, Lisky, and Rannacher [1]. Moreover, in the latter paper the actual parallel efficiency of this algorithm
has been substantiated by numerical tests on a parallel computer (see also [12] for a detailed parallel analysis).
Later, this method has been extended to convection-diffusion problems by [10,15,18] as well as to mixed finite
element formulations by [3].
The present paper is organized as follows. The methods of discretization are carried out and analyzed in
Section 2. For sol ving in parallel the resulting problem arising in each time step we investigate a noniterative
overlapping domain splitting method. The resulting algorithm and the corresponding convergence analysis is
topic of Section 3. In Section 4 we present the proof of the convergence theorem and in Section 5 that of
the basic exponential decay lemma. In the concluding Section 6 we present several numerical results of a test
example showing the reliability of our theoretical prédictions.
As a peculiar point we show that, in some cases where the overlap would be inconvénient or unacceptably
large, very few local itérations of the present algorithm to improve on the boundary data of the artificial inner
boundaries would help to reduce the overlap drastically. Note that, to this end, local problems are to be solved
only, consequently the additional expenses are low. - Moreover, in case of a test example, it turns out that the
domain splitting algorithm nearly 'scales' with the number of substructures. This favorable effect has also been
observed for standard heat problems, [1]. Nevertheless, we are unable to décide here whether this effect is an
art ifact of our test example or is inherent in the algorithm. This important point is left to further investigations,
ideally by treating some physical example (e.g. [13]) and employing a parallel computer.
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2. DlSCRETIZATION
Hère we introducé an implicit scheme with linear finite éléments to discretize the model problem. The
éléments are either triangles or quadrilaterals. For the domain splitting scheme we require a quasi-uniform
family of admissible triangulations Th of the total domain Q. Let Xh C X dénote the space of discrete fonctions
U which are continuous in fi and (with respect to Th) piecewise (bi-)linear ansatz fonctions, vanishing on £.
Let {tn} (with tn := n • k) dénote an equidistant time mesh, with n < N (N the largest integer not greater ^ )
and mesh size fc, and vn :— v(tn,.).
We are looking for a set {Un} of discrete fonctions Un G Xh as approximation to u(tni.), obtained by
replacing the time derivatives in the variational form by ut « | ( ^ n + 1 — Un). Moreover, ail diffusive terms and
given fonctions are discretized implicitly according to the backward Euler scheme.
The algorithm starts with the projections as initial data

(17°, $) + (17°, $ ) r = (uo, *) + K , $)r

(9)

for ail <È> G Xh. It proceeds iteratively as
Algorithm 1 (Discrete algorithm). Given Un G Xh* Solve the discrete évolution équations
$x)r = Ln($)

(10)

for ail $ E Xh, inductively on all time levels n H- 1. Hère the functionals are

/ n + 1 := / ( t n + i , 0; etc.
Some remarks concerning nonlinear terms are in order.
Remark 1. Nonlinear terms, for instance with ƒ := f(u), should be discretized explicitly. Eventually, this
approximation should be corrected by a certain number of inner itérations for each time step. This is generally
an expensive procedure, but it should be noted that, with the domain splitting method below, these inner
itérations have actually to be carried out on small subdomains (which include the interfaces) only. This seems
to be a peculiar advantage of our domain décomposition method.
Concerning this discretization scheme we have an optimal convergence resuit. It is based on the following
elliptic regularity property of the stationary operator. (For a more detailed analysis of this operator see [9].)
Lemma 1. Assume ƒ G L2(Q) and ƒ G L 2 (F). Then the solution u G X of the variational équation
(«Vu, Vv>) + (KuXi<px)r

-

(ƒ,¥>) + (/,¥>)r

(n)

for ail (p G X, is in f act in H%(Q) and in H2 (F). Moreover

||u|k2 + N k r

< const.(||/|| + ll/lr)

(12)

holds.
Proof. It suffices to show the assertion for the highest derivatives. We start from the représentation formula
(c 5 ., [5], p. 201)
u

\l n, = II A^IlL - 2 ƒ

(uxxny -

uxynx)uy ds
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where n — (nx,ny) is the outer normal on dVtj. On dVtj n E we have uy — 0 so that the boundary intégral
vanishes on this part of the boundary. On the other hand, the second term of the boundary intégral disappears
on the interface. Sum then over all sub domains to yield
= ||AÏX|| 2 +
\u\l\l22 =

2

/

uxx[uy]ds.

JT

Inserting now the steady differential équations we get

Choosing e sufficiently small the assertion follows.
This implies a convergence theorem, under realistic assumptions on the data.

D

Theorem 1 (Convergence of the discrete solutions). Assume that
u e L°°(0,T; H^(Ü) n H2(T))

(13)

(14)
2

2

2

utt G L (0,T;£ (f2)nL (r)).
Then

the séquence

of discrete

solutions

converges

(15)

as h,k —> 0 :

\\u(tni.) - Un\\ + ||u(*n,.) - Un\\r < const.(/i2 + k)

(16)

for alln = 0,... ,Ar.
Proof Let W(t) e X^ dénote the pointwise Galerkin projection of u(t), then
(KV(u(t) - W(t)l W ) + (R(ux(t) - Wx{t)), Vx)r = 0
holds for all V G Xh. Lemma 1 implies an approximation resuit in the sense of Aubin and Nitsche

||j£(u(t) - W{t))\\ + ||J£(«(É) - W(t))\\r < ch
for all fc. It should be noticed that the broken H2— estimate of ^ ^ just sufïices. The différence W — U is then
bounded via a differential inequality. The remainder of the proof is quite standard and omitted her e (see [17],
e.g.).
•
Note that nearly such convergence order (up to a logarithmic factor) can be established even for gênerai
smooth interfaces nonmatching with the éléments, using the recent analysis by [4] (cf. [8] for an a posteriori
analysis).
3. T H E DOMAIN SPLITTING ALGORITHM
We observe that in composite materials the differential operators are often simple in the (large) stripes, but
intricate (generally nonlinear) on the interfaces only. Hence some nonlinearity were, in a sense, concentrated
on small régions in the domain. This is the leading motivation for our concrete domain splitting scheme.
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3. Nonoverlapping domain décomposition (interfaces Tj dotted).
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We start with an auxiliary nonoverlapping décomposition of the domain. See Figure 3. Let the parameter
0 < ö <^C 1 be given. We introducé the nonoverlapping domain splitting

U
J=O

j=0

into large subdomains, defined as Cl0 := (0,1) x (0, t/i - f) and for j = 1 . . . J - 1 Üj := (0,1) x {yó + f, %+i - f)
and finally Ûj := (0,1) x (yj 4- f, yj+i), and into small subdomains Ûjtj+1 := (0,1) x (yj+l - f, %+i + f). Now
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by enlarging all subdomains we get the overlapping domain splitting, see Figure 4,
j

j-i

n* = IJ fi, u y fi^+i
3=0

j=Q

into the original large subdomains Qj and some small subdomains iljj+i := (0,1) x Q/j+i — £,yj+i + ö). The
width of the overlapping stripes is always ö. For simplicity, we assume that all the Unes (0,1) x {yj ± 0} consist
of edges of the éléments. If not, the sets fi^j+i had to be modifled appropriately. Let Xh{£lj) or -X"k(îîjj+i)
dénote those subsets of Xh consist ing of functions with support contained in the indicated subdomains.
The noniterative overlapping domain splitting scheme to treat the linear system (10) in parallel is now to solve
the different ial équation on all overlapping sub domains, where the boundary data are obtained by extrapolation
from the previous time step.
Algorithm 2 (Domain splitting algorithm). Assume that the data Vn and the corresponding functional Ln are
already computed. Then solve the following set of problems on the subdomains:
1. On all VLj, solve for V = V™+1 piecewise linear:

(V, $) + fcfcW, V$) = Ln($)
n

for all $ 6 Xh(Qj), according to the initial data V = V

(17)
n

at t = tn and the boundary data V = V

on

2. On all Qjj+i, solve for V = V^_\ piecewise linear:
(V,$) + (V^)rj+k(KVV,V$)

+ k(RVx,<ï>x)rj

-

L n ($)

(18)

for all $ G Xh{£lj}j+i), according to the initial data V = Vn att = tn and the boundary data V = Vn on
3. Finally} from the patchwise solutions {V}} a global single-valued vector function Vn+1 :=C{V} G X^ is
constructed through a suitable averaging process.
Concerning this algorithm several remarks are in order.
Remark 2.
(a) Concerning the averaging process, we fix the operator C by setting C{V} = VJ1^ in knots of Clj and
C{V} = Vj*j~+i in those of fijj+i, for instance. This guarantees L2—stability of the operator C with constant 1,

Evidently, C{V} = V for a single-valued function V.
(b) It is a typical advantage of this problem-oriented parallel algorithm that, depending on the physical and
geometrical problem and on the computer architecture, there are many ways to realize this algorithm practically
on a parallel computer. For instance, all subproblems under 1. are independent and essentially of the same
complexity. Thus, in a first step all these subproblems may be solved in parallel. In the second step then all
subproblems under 2. may be solved in parallel. In this approach the boundary data of 2. might be replaced by
those approximations obtained from the first step. Moreover, if these local problems were nonlinear, it makes
sense to carry out nonlinear itérations on just these (small) subdomains which again are done in parallel.
(c) In case the number of processors exceeds that of the sub domains there are several ways to improve on the
load balancing. For instance, all subdomains may be further subdivided into smaller pièces. Alternatively, as
a unified step, all subdomains may be treated in parallel if appropriate, depending on the geometry and the
nonlinearities.
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The main question is how to choose the parameter Ö. For reasons of economy it should be not too large. It
has been shown by Kuznetsov [14] in case of parabolic équations that the number L of overlapping éléments
(where ö = Lh) increases logarithmically only with the parameters of discretization. This fact is based on the
exponential decay of the discrete Green's function. Blum, Lisky, and Rannacher [1] refer to an amount of L = 3
to 4 as sufficient in case of standard parabolic équations. In case ö appears too large, Algorithm 2 should be
pre-iterated to decrease ö drastically (see Sect. 6 below).
Thus we will prove as the main resuit of the present analysis
Theorem 2. Assume that the overlap Ô satisfies
^

(19)

with a certain constant ÔQ. Then the domain décomposition algorithm is numerically stable, and for the différence
between the domain splitting approximation Vn and the discrete solution Un there holds the estimate
\\Un - Vn\\ + \\Un - Vn\\r < const./c3/2.

(20)

This shows that the additional error due to domain splitting is small (cf. Theorem 1) provided a sufficient
(moderately large) amount of overlap is used. The number of overlapping éléments increases like log £ at most.
The proof uses the fact that pollution on the artificial boundaries decreases exponentially in space. The latter
effect is stated as
Lemma 2 (Exponential decay lemma). Let U piecewise linear in Vtj (or in Sljj+i, resp.), solving either

([ƒ,$)+ /c(/sW,V$)

= 0

(21)

forall$€Xh(tlj), or
(U^) + (U^)rj+k(KVU,V$)
for all $ G Xh(rijj+i),

+ k(RUx,$x)rj

=

0

(22)

resp., according to the boundary conditions
U = F on d£lj (or on dVtjj+x , resp.).

Here F are given piecewise linear functions on Qj or Qjj+i, resp. Then the following estimâtes hold:
(23)

\\U\\l < c e - * / m « < ^ h > (\\F\\liii+l + \\F\\2r. +fc«||VF||^.+1 + kR\\Fx\\2r.)
where c,7 are positive constants, not depending on 5, h, k,j (but depend on Ky R).
We will prove the theorem in the following section and after that the exponential decay lemma.
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 2
The proof of estimate (20) extends the approach by [1]. We bound

(24)
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by induction over the time levels tn. We assume without loss of generality
l<a:=^<c.

(25)

To keep clear, we write Vp+1,V£ï+i f° r the patchwise solutions obtained with Algorithm 2.
According to the properties of the averaging operator C (see Rem. 2) we have that

En+l

= \\C{Un+l - V}\\2 + \\Un+1 - Vn+1 \\l
\\Un+1 - Vn+'\\l).

(26)

We now introducé a field Vn+1 obtained by one step of the (global) Algorithm 1 (10), but with initial data Vn
instead of Un, Then Vn+l - V^ + 1 solves (21) in fy and Vn+1 - V^
solves (22) in iljij+u according to the
boundary data Vn+1 — V71. Consequently, by Young's inequality (with a positive e to be specified later) and
Lemma 2, combined with the inverse inequality of quasi-uniform partitions and (25), we obtain for the large
subdomains by setting Ö = Lh (L the number of rows of overlapping éléments)

(1 + e)\\Un+l - Vn^\\l. + - e - ? W V | | y n + l _ y n ^

<

^

An analogous reasoning yields for the small subdomains

e)(\\Un+1 - Vn+1\\ljj+i + \\Un+1 -

,

+ \\vn+1 - vn+1\\l)
+\\Un+1-Vn+1\\l)
^J.J' + I

J

Now we plug (27, 28) into (26) and get
En+i

<

( l+

)

(

|

|

|

|
1

|

|

|

|

Ê

)

- ^"lln, + ll^" + 1 - Vn\\2ajJ+1 + \\Vn+1 - Vn\\2Tj).

The first term Un+1-Vn+1 solves (10) with afunctional L"($) := (Un~Vn, $) + (Un-Vn,
since the inequality of Poincaré-Priedrichs holds for both O and F,
\\Un+1 - Vn+1\\2 + \\Un+1 - Vn+1\\l < (1 - ck)2En

(29)

$) r • Consequently,

(30)
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is valid for sufficiently small time steps fc, with a constant c depending on /t, R. Further,

< 2 • (yv^- 1 - vn\\2 + \\vn+1 - vn
<c

(\\Vn+1 - Un+1f + \\Vn+1 - Un+1\\l + \\Un+l - Un\

The last two terms right-hand side just form En, whereas the first two terms are bounded according to (30).
The midst two terms are bounded by the data, using a standard spectral argument:

Inserting ail this into (29) we obtain
En+l

< ((1 + e)(l - ck)2 + ~e^L^a)

En +

^

Now choose e ~ k and L ^ log ^ so that e~yL/^° = o(k3) and
En+i

<

E™ +

ck*

resuit s. This proves Theorem 2.

D
5. PROOF OF THE LEMMA 2

We restrict ourselves to estimate (24), since (23) is part of [1]. As in the last proof we concentrate on the
practically interesting case (25). Let d(x,y) := dist((x,y),9fîj):7-+i\S). Since d > ô in fi^j+i and on F^-, we
have

x,

We neglect the index fij.j+i in the following. Let * := e^^U.
piecewise linear interpolate ^/. Then

Ux)Tj} •

(32)

Apparently, * j - F e Xh{Sïj,j+i) for its

, VU) + k{e<d'^KUx, Ux)Tj
= (* - * / , £/) + ( * - * / , ?7)r + fc(«V(* - * / ) , VU)
+k{R^! - */) X ) Ux)Ti + (F, U) + (F, U)Tj + k(KVF, VJ7)
+k(RFx, Ux)Fj - HKUVie^/^),

VU) - k(HU(e^^)x,

Ux)Tj.

(33)

Each term right-hand side has to be estimated separately.
- * / , 17) < ~(e"'yd/Vk{^ - * / ) , ^ - * / ) + e(e'rd/VkU7 U).

(34)
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Use elementwise-weighted L2~estimâtes of the interpolation error to obtain

(e-rd/Vfc(qr _ * , ) , * - */) < c / i V h / ^ Y^ f e~jd/V*\V2^|2dT.

(35)

TeTJT

Since e 7 h / v ^ < c and (elementwise AC/ = 0)

we infer
(* - * / , f/) < ^^-{{e^'^U,

U) + k{e^d'^KWU, VU)} + E{e^d'^U, U)

(36)

with some e to be fixed later. (^ — ^ 7 , U)r3 is estimated the same way, by observing that ^1 is the piecewise
linear interpolate of ^ on the interface. Consequently,
(* - * j , U)r, < ^-{(e^d/VUU,

U)r3 + k(e^^RUx,

Ux)r,} + e^d^U,

U)T, •

(37)

^

(38)

.

(39)

Further
?^d/V1
^

d V]

d

/

/

)

r

J

Consider now the terms containing i7".

(F,t/) + (F,t/)r, < ^(||F|| 2 + WFWD+e^^UU)

+ (e^^kU,U)r,)

(40)

and

k •{ ^ (

2

^

hold. And now the final terms, using i V e ^ / ^ l <
k^ie^^U^U^ie^^KVU^U)1^
(

d

/^

d

/

^

)

(42)

(43)
Using (25) and choosing e and 7 suflïciently small, most terms are absorbed into the left-hand side of (33).
Thus we plug (36-43) into (33) to obtain
, VU) + kK(e^d/^Ux,

< c {\\Ff + \\F\\l + kK\\VFf + kR\\Fx\\l } •

Ux)Fj

(44)
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1. Relative domain décomposition error, without or with one post-iteration step, as
function of i (one time step k = i • h2, p = 5, n = 40, L — 4).

TABLE

i

1

2

3

4

5

e(iter = 0) 4.08 13.10 27.10 45.00 49.80
e(iter =1) 0.86 0.62 0.31 0.48 0.57
Inserting this into (32) we conclude with
kR\\Fx\
Thus the estimate (24) and consequently the Lemma 2 is proved.

D

6. NUMERICAL TESTS
In the present chapter we want to substantiate the theoretical results by numerical test computations. Let
us approximate the function
u(t,x,y) = (sint + cosi)(sin7rx

1)

(45)

in the total domain Ü := (0, l) 2 , consisting of p — J -f 1 stripes üj := (0,1) x (^—^, ^). u being continuous, its
normal dérivâtive jumps of size
[uy] = 27rp(sin t + cos t) sin TTX
across all interfaces Tj := (0,1) x {^}. u solves the difïerential équations with the diffusion parameters K = « =
0.01 and suitable source terms ƒ, ƒ and initial data. We do not care about the nonzero boundary data. Each
Ctj is a half-periodicity cell, discretized b y n x n rectangular éléments, h := ^ denoting the mesh size. All the
linear algebraic Systems are solved by the diagonally preconditioned eg—method.
In the computations we use the following values, if not stated else: p = 5, n = 40, time step k = h2 (to have
a second order scheme), and L — 4 rows of overlapping éléments. In order to make the results comparable we
present the outcomes of one time step in terms of the relative domain décomposition error, i. e. the ratio
e :=

\\(v-u)(t,.)
\\(U-u)(t,.)

It suffices to show this L2—error, since the corresponding L°°~error (reflecting the averaging process in the
overlapping area) generally behaves similarly, as several experiments have shown. Of practical interest are
equilibrated values, z.e. parameters where e ~ 1.
In Figure 5 we investigate the error as a function of both n and L. We see that, for a given relative error e,
the overlap L increases 'nearly logarithmically' with n, as expected from Theorem 2 (cf. the numerical results
by [1,10]). - Moreover, Figure 6 shows that the error due to domain splitting, considered as a function of time,
increases essentially weaker than the pure discretization error. This interesting feature (observed previously
in [10]) implies a chance to further decrease the overlap size L in time. This would help to reduce the parallel
overhead. - Nevertheless, in some cases, the overlap may be inconvénient or too large. It may be quite often
drastically reduced by iterating locally on our algorithm. This shows up in Table 1 where we consider the error
as a function of i := k/h2. In fact, such itérations serve to improve on the boundary data on the artificial inner
boundaries. Note that, to this end, the local problems have been solved only once, consequently the additional
expenses are low. A different approach, a higher order extrapolation in time of such boundary data, has been
employed by [1] (for the Crank-Nicholson time discretization scheme).
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FIGURE 5. Relative domain décomposition error as function of L and n. n = 10: boxes, n = 20:
circles, n = 40: diamonds (one time step k = h2, p = 5).
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6. Relative domain décomposition error as function of time (p = 5, n = 40, k = 4/i2,

In the final experiment we ask how the error dépends on the number p of subdomains. Due to storage
requirements we choose the parameters n = 20, L — 3. In Figure 7 it shows up that the relative domain
décomposition error and so the required overlap stays 'nearly constant' with p. These parameters are thus
appropriate for investigating the scalability of our algorithm by inspecting the CPU times. In all time measurements we neglect the solver, since our preconditioner of the cg—method is certainly suboptimal (which îs not
among the topics of the present paper, cf. also [9]). We thus measure the CPU times, without or with domain
splitting, for establishing the stiffness matrices and the right-hand sides of the algebraic Systems (and also for
averaging the patchwise solutions to a single-valued function). Let T\(jp) dénote the CPU time (in seconds)
when handling p subdomains on one processor with the global algorithm, and Tp(p) and E(p) = Ti(p)/(pTp(p))
the average CPU time or the parallel efficiency respectively when handling p subdomains on p processors with
the domain splitting scheme. We simulate in fact all processors on a single one, thus neglecting the processor
communication times. Table 2 shows clearly that the proposed domain splitting scheme nearly s cales with
respect to the number of subdomains. - It should be noticed that, whereas the arithmetic overhead due to our
overlapping domain splitting is generally low on fine meshes (the case of practical interest), it is not negligible for
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TABLE 2. Parallel efficiency E(p) of the domain splitting method (without communication

times), as function of p (one time step k = h2} n — 20, L = 3).
P
# unknowns

Ti(p)
TP(P)
E(p)

2
32
8
4
16
800 1600 3200 6400 12800
0.427 0.893 1.878 3.783 7.453
0.235 0.257 0.277 0.282 0.280
0.91 0.87 0.85 0.84
0.83

the present data: if measured in terms of the additional degrees of freedom, weexpect Ep ^ n/(n+(2L—l)) ~ 0.8
for large p. This fits well with our expérimental résulté. Note also that, since the domain splitting algorithm
is essentially noniterative, the processor communication times are expected low. This important point should
further be addressed with a physical example and employing a parallel computer.
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discussions on composite materials and domain décomposition methods. Financial support by the University of Houston
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